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This research was conducted to investigate the determinants of the financial performance of Islamic banking in
Malaysia. The performance of Islamic Bank measured based on return on asset (ROA), while the independent
variables examined were capital adequacy (CA), asset quality (AQ), and liquidity management (LM). The data
for this research were collected from twelve out of sixteen Islamic Banks in Malaysia listed by Bank Negara
Malaysia. The annual reports were analyzed for six years which were from the year 2010 until 2016. The
findings revealed that there is a significant relationship between asset quality and liquidity management
towards the performance of Islamic Banking in Malaysia. However, there is insignificant relationship between
capital adequacies towards the performance of Islamic Banking in Malaysia. Nevertheless, there are still other
factors that may affect the performance of Islamic Banking in Malaysia.
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1. Introduction
Every country has financial institutions to embody the financials guidelines and ensure the economic
growth as well as, control of money for the country. The financial institutions are responsible to manage
and control all the resources related to financing. The presence of banking institution is to help the growth
of economic activity in a country. In Malaysia, there are currently three types of banking institution which
are conventional banking, investment banking and Islamic banking.
Conventional banking and investment banking are considered under the commercial banking guidelines
meanwhile, Islamic banking falls under its own category. The banking system is also a financial institution or
agency for the public to save funds in the forms of savings or in the form of credit to improve living
standards while keeping their money in the banks. Other than that, the banking system also functions as a
supplier of the money and funding money to help the economic activities in Malaysia. Alternatively, an
investment bank deals with money and credit for profit-seeking business firm.
Additionally, Islamic Banks perform the same purposes as commercial banks, but Islamic banking
obligation follows the rules of Islamic Shariah board. Malaysia is the one of the fastest growing countries in
the Islamic finance industry. The existing Islamic banking system in Malaysia has received numerous
recognitions and become references to other countries. Islamic banking was based on the Islamic Law as
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the main guideline, where the Shariah Law was followed to conduct business with sharing profit and loss
concept and prevention of interest or Riba (Jalil and Rahman, 2010).
Islamic finance has grown massively since the introduction of the Islamic Development Bank by the
Organization of Islamic Countries (OIC) in the 1970’s. That has led to the establishment of the Islamic
financial system in Malaysia in 1983. By the end of 2017, the number of Islamic banks in Malaysia has
expanded to 16 banks from only 2 banks in 2001 (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2017). Before the establishment of
the Islamic financial system, conventional banks play a significant role in the global financial environment.
In 2011, Islamic finance has become the fastest growing sector in the global financial industry with about
20% growth yearly (Kuwait Finance House, 2013).
The performance of the financial system has big influences on the growth of Islamic banking. According
to previous study, financial performance plays an important role in the economic in the whole country
(Blejer, 2006). Thus, in this research we will determine the variables that will affect the financial
performance in Islamic Banking. This research will use data from the Islamic Banks in Malaysia.
During the global financial crisis, some banks experienced difficulties because they failed to manage
liquidity in a prudent manner. The crisis emphasized the importance of liquidity to have an effective
financial markets and banking sector. The rapid reversal in market situations enlightened the way liquidity
can quickly soften the impact. From previous research, Bourke (1989) discovered a positive significant
relationship between profitability and bank liquidity. However, the research from Thornton and Molyneux
(1992) concluded that there is a negative correlation between profitability levels and liquidity.
According to Zingales and Hart (2009), banks must hold more capital to have a good financial
performance. However, there some researcher argues that if bank holds too much capital, this may
negatively affect the financial performance especially in terms of profitability since the capital can better
used to make other investment. The efficiency and profitability of Islamic banks in the Arab countries
research by Iqbal and Molyneux (2005), concluded that when the cost of inefficiency is the same, then the
inefficiency advantage will vary. This is because situation of Islamic banks will usually reflect different
services.
1.1. Research Objective
The main objective of this study is to investigate the determinants of financial performance of Islamic
Banking in Malaysia. This study specifically addresses the following objectives:
I. To examine the relationship between capital adequacy (CA) on Return on Asset (ROA) of Islamic
banking in Malaysia.
II. To examine the relationship between Asset Quality (AQ) on Return on Asset (ROA) of Islamic banking
in Malaysia.
III. To examine the relationship between Liquidity Management (LM) on Return on Asset (ROA) of Islamic
banking in Malaysia.
1.2. Research Hypothesis
To investigate the above objectives, the following hypotheses were formulated:
Hypothesis 1
H0: There is no significant relationship between capital adequacy and return on asset that affect the
performance of Islamic banking In Malaysia.
H1: There is a significant relationship between capital adequacy and return on asset that affect the
performance of Islamic banking In Malaysia.
Hypothesis 2
H0: There is no significant relationship between asset quality and return on asset that affect the
performance of Islamic banking In Malaysia.
H2: There is a significant relationship between asset quality and return on asset that affect the
performance of Islamic banking In Malaysia.
Hypothesis 3
H0: There is no significant relationship between liquidity management and return on asset that affect
the performance of Islamic banking In Malaysia.
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H3: There is a significant relationship between liquidity management and return on asset that affect the
performance of Islamic banking In Malaysia.
2. Literature review
The economic growth of the countries is built on the performance of financial sector. According to (Siraj
and Pillai, 2012) the growth and economic stability depend on the stability of its banking sector. It helps in
facilitating funds for productive purposes, contributing to economic development and acting as an
intermediary in linking deficit and surplus unit. The previous study also found that management efficiency,
risk weighted assets, and asset size have influences on Islamic banking credit risk, while conventional
banking credit risk is influenced by loans exposed to risky sectors, capital regulation, risk weighted assets
on credit risk and allocation of losses financing, S. Sodhi (2005). The management of assets and liabilities
for a bank is very important by making a correct structuring and strategy (Manuji and Mentzer, 2008).
According to Rosly and Abu Bakar (2003), the used of financial ratio of Islamic banks in Malaysia to show
that profitability based on return on asset, profit margin and net profit margins was statically higher for
Islamic banks in Malaysia. Islamic banking now expanded their banks size and operation globally and
receives the attention from other Islamic and non-Islamic countries.
Nowadays, Islamic banking was being operated in almost every country and becoming an alternative
system for conventional banking system. According to Jamali et al., (2012), the stakeholders such as general
public, investors and customers are very important to the overall bank performance. The nature of bank
profitability comes from two categories which are external and internal determinant. However, for this
study, researchers will only focus on the internal determinants only which are return on asset, capital
adequacy, liquidity and asset quality.
2.1. Inception of Islamic Banking
Islamic banking has received numerous acknowledgments and become references to other countries.
With the existing products offered by Islamic banking in the market, it has given consumers the choice of
selecting Islamic finance products. The community can select the banking system options that can avoid
Riba, Gharar, Maysir and other prohibition in Islamic Finance. The implementation of the Islamic banking
system in Malaysia has been proven to be successful through several approaches that include the dual
banking system, comprehensive legal framework, capital market support and securities, monitoring and
human resource policies. This integrated approach enables the implementation of the Islamic banking
system to run smoothly and rapidly not only in the local arena but also internationally.
2.2. Return on Asset
According to Hafidz and Sulaiman (2011), return on asset (ROA) was used in measuring the influence of
production of all capital that was invested in firms. The ROA also measures the ability of the firm to
generate returns for every capital in investment asset (Hadi et al., 2014). According to Kristy and Susan
(1984) return on asset is a good internal managing ratio because it measures profit against the entire asset
a division uses to make those earnings. Hence, banks can use this way to evaluate the division’s profitability
and effectiveness of the financial performance. Other than that, Samad and Hassan (1999) have indicated
that return on asset helps verifies how the banks are proficient to alter asset into net earnings or net profit.
Islamic banks have brought a new innovation in the banking system with its existence underlying assets in
the transaction. Durham (2003) examined the performance of banks and found that asset growth had a
positive and significant effect. While Titman and Wessel (1988) found that asset growth had no significant
effect on capital increase. The bigger the size of the bank, with addition to a lower deposit rate will lead to
the higher profit and higher obtaining power (Flamini et al., 2009).
2.3. Asset Quality
According to Ismail (2010), asset quality illustrates bank asset quality levels. The increase in this ratio is a
serious and the bank needs to make provision of bad and problematic debt to cover losses from financing.
Chaudhry and Sigh (2012), reviewed the changes in the quality of assets in banking in India using secondary
data and the findings of the research shows that changes to the quality of assets had become a strong
entity for the banking sector in India after the liberalization process. In addition, there has been a shift from
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more cost-effective management, sophisticated banking technology, the ability of the bank to be
competitive.
De Bock and Demyanets (2012), discuss about the quality of bank assets in the open market. He used a
set of data for 25 developing countries from 1996 to 2010 and found weak economic growth as a result of
the economic downturn led to the collapse of capital flows and reduced credit growth and loan quality also
deteriorated. Chisti (2012), in his study peeling on the impact of asset quality profits on private banks. This
study focuses on the effect of loan quality on bank performance. Researchers used the profit ratio as a
permanent variable for the years 2006 to 2007 and 2010 to 2011. The findings found that there was no
relationship between the asset ratio. One decision has supported the study's hypothesis that higher quality
in loan processing before loan approval can improve the performance of banking operations.
2.4. Liquidity Management
Mounira and Anas (2008), stated about the liquidity management is a very big issue for all banks in
Malaysia and also to the regulatory body of the bank. There are so many risks that the Islamic bank should
take note of. Liquidity risk management is important in the banking environment. The banking institution
today also faced with the risk arising from the natural risk as a result of the use of profit and loss sharing.
This study discusses how Islamic banks are facing liquidity risk. Driga (2009) discusses liquidity management
of banking institution and found the results show the liquidity management are included in the assessment
of inflows cash bank against outflows and liquidity assessment of assets to identify potential against lack of
funds. All the bank needs to identify the liquidity risks exposed and need to identify the relationship
between liquidity risk and the type of risk exposed.
2.5. Capital Adequacy
The higher the capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is, the better the ability of the bank to bear the risk. If the
value of CAR is high then the bank is able to finance operating activities and make a substantial
contribution to profit. According to Lukman (2000) capital adequacy ratio is a ratio which shows how far all
bank assets containing risk such as credit, marketable securities, bills in other banks are partly funded by
the bank’s own capital funds besides raising funds from sources outside the bank such as public funds or
loans. CAR also is an indicator of the ability of the bank to cover decline in its assets as a results of bank
losses caused by risky assets.
3. Methodology of research
This research retrieves data from the years of 2010 until 2015 from Bank Negara Malaysia and the
annual financial report of 12 Islamic Banks in Malaysia. In this study, Return on Asset (ROA) will be used to
identify the performance of the Islamic Banks. Hence, ROA will act as the dependent variable. Meanwhile,
asset quality, liquidity and capital adequacy will be used as the independent variable.
The table below shows the list of the Islamic banking in Malaysia that has been chosen in from Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM).
Table 1. List of Islamic Banks in Malaysia
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Name of Islamic Banks in Malaysia
Al Rajhi Banking & Investment Corportation (Malaysia) Berhad
Alliance Islamic Bank Berhad
Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad
AmBank Islamic Berhad
Affin Islamic Bank Berhad
Hong Leong Islamic Bank Berhad
Public Islamic Bank Berhad
CIMB Islamic Bank Berhad
Kuwait Finance House (Malaysia) Berhad
OCBC Al-Amin Bank Berhad
HSBC Amanah Malaysia Berhad
RHB Islamic Bank Berhad
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The empirical model applied in this study is according to the past research that is in line with the
objective to examine the determinants of financial performance. In previous study, (Ongore and Kusa,
2013) used several variables in their studies to determine the financial performance of Commercial Banks in
Kenya. The firm-specific variables included in this study are common and significance variables that applied
in financial performance of banks literature. Hence, the empirical model to be examined in this study is
expressed as follow:
(1)
Where,
Performance of Bank ἱ at time t as expressed by ROA
Capital Adequacy of bank ἱ at time t
Asset Quality of bank ἱ at time t
Liquidity Management of bank ἱ at time t
Error term
The dependent variable, performance of bank is measured by return on asset (ROA) and it is computed
by calculating the profit before taxation divided by total asset. The return on assets is an indicator of
managerial efficiency since it measures the management’s capability of converting the bank’s assets into
net earnings. The definition and proxy measurement for dependent and independent variables is
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Definition and proxy measurement for study variables
Variables
Independent variables
Capital Adequacy
(CA)

Asset Quality
(AQ)
Liquidity Management
(LM)

Dependent variable
Performance of Bank
( )

Definition/Proxy measurement
Capital Adequacy demonstrates the ability of banks to maintain capital adequate and
internal bank management capabilities identifying, measuring, monitoring and controlling
risks which might affect the bank’s total capital. The capital adequacy formula is as follows:

Illustrates the levels of bank asset quality.

To assess the liquidity of the banks, the long-term debt to total assets will be used, which
measures the amount assets that have been engaged in loans.

The return on assets is an indicator of managerial efficiency since it measures the
management’s capability of converting the bank’s assets into net earnings.

4. Statistical Analysis
4.1. Panel Data Regression Analysis
The first step taken to start this study is to identify the list of Islamic Banks in Malysia to get the sample.
There are 16 Islamic Banks in Malaysia. However, for the purpose of this study only twelves Islamic banking
in Malaysia will be taken to determine the financial performance of Islamic Banks (Table 1). The data was
taken for the period of six years (2010 until 2015). The dependent variable used to measure Islamic Banking
performance in this study is the Return on Asset (ROA), while the independent variables are Capital
Adequacy (CA), Asset Quality (QA) and Liquidity Management (LM). Next, descriptive statistics will be
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carried out to analyze the behavior of the study variables in term of the mean and standard deviation for
the purpose of empirical analysis. Apart from that, three panel data tests conducted in this study was the
Pooled Ordinary Least Square (OLS), Random Effect Model and Fixed Effect Model. This panel data and test
was used to check the relationship between return on asset and the three independent variables which is
capital adequacy, asset quality and liquidity management. The tests were also conducted for the estimation
analysis. Next, this study used the Breusch Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test to examine the most
appropriate regression model between Pooled OLS and Random Effect Model. The Breusch Pagan
Lagrangian Multiplier Test Result also to know which test is most efficient and proper for this research.
4.2. Findings and discussions
4.2.1. Descriptive Statistics

The summary of descriptive statistics for the panel data of 12 Islamic Banking in Malaysia is presented in
Table 3. Table 3 shows the means, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values. The statistics
indicate that the average mean of ROA representing the 12 Islamic banks in Malaysia is 1.043086 with a
maximum of 5.351288. The average mean for asset quality with the least value of 0.231817 and an average
mean of 2.743103. Liquidity management (LM) on the other hand has an average mean of 90.66559 and
capital adequacy has the minimum mean of 11.73000. The highest maximum average among those four
variables would be liquidity management ratio (LM) with the amount of 196.8937. For the standard
deviation, dependent variable ROA comes out with 1.249819. Meanwhile, for the independent variable AQ,
LM and CA end up by having the amount of standard deviation 4.341006, 24.81700 and 3.088662
respectively. The higher standard deviation is LM with the amount of24.81700; which means that it has the
greater volatility among the rest.
Table 3. Summary of descriptive statistics for dependent and independent variables
Variables
ROA
AQ
LM
CA

Mean
1.043086
2.743103
90.66559
15.29403

Standard Deviation
1.249819
4.341006
24.81700
3.088662

Minimum
-5.336086
0.231817
10.14307
11.73000

Maximum
5.351288
28.61473
196.8937
27.18000

Observation
72
72
72
72

Note: (1) ROA=Return on assets, AQ=Asset Quality, LM=Liquidity Management, CA=Capital Adequacy
4.2.2. Panel Data Regression Analysis

Table 4 shows the result of panel data regression analysis for Return on Assets (ROA) as dependent
variables. The three panel data modes was conducted in this study is Pooled Ordinary Least Square (OLS),
Random Effect Model and Fixed Effect Model. The panel data analysis for pooled OLS model shows the
independent variable which was asset quality, liquidity management, capital adequacy while the
dependent variable is return on asset (ROA). The asset quality result shows the negative relationship with
dependent variable which is ROA when the coefficient is -0.162257.
Table 4. The Result of Panel Data Regression Analysis of ROA and independent variables
AQ
LM
CA
R-Square
F-statistics

Pooled OLS
-0.162257
(-4.9843)
0.014007
(2.4128)
0.083530
(1.6901)
0.300016
9.715013

Random Effect
-0.201623
(-6.5149)
0.016118
(3.0451)
0.082780
(1.8458)
0.391966
14.61194

Fixed Effect
-0.357223
(-6.9014)
0.008192
(-0.1476)
-0.008592
(-0.1476)
0.620368
6.653248

Note: (1) ROA=Return on assets, AQ=Asset Quality, LM=Liquidity Management, CA=Capital Adequacy
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Hence, the other two independent variable which is liquidity management and capital adequacy shows
the positive relationship of return on asset (ROA) with the result of coefficient is 0.014007 and 0.083530.
The positive relationship shows that capital adequacy and liquidity management give the impact to
financial performance on Islamic Banking in Malaysia. The result of pooled OLS on asset quality shows there
is significant relationship between the return of asset and assets quality because p value (0.000) is less than
0.05 significant levels. So, Pooled OLS test is rejecting the null hypothesis.
4.2.3. Proposed Model Selection

This study is using tests of Breusch Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test to examine the most appropriate
regression model between Pooled OLS and Random Effect Model. In the Breusch Pagan Lagrangian
Multiplier test the result in table 5 the p-value is 0.0145. Since p-value less than 0.05 at 1% significant level,
therefore this study is most efficient using the Random Effect Model.
Table 5. Breusch Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test Result
Breusch-Pagan

Cross-section
5.717966
(0.0168)

Test Hypothesis Time
0.263630
(0.6076)

Both
5.981596
(0.0145)***

Table 6. The Result of Random Effect Model
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

AQ
LM
CA

-0.201623
0.016118
0.082780

0.030948
0.005293
0.044848

-6.514953
3.045075
1.845790

0.0000
0.0033
0.0693

Note: (1) ROA=Return on assets, AQ=Asset Quality, LM=Liquidity Management, CA=Capital Adequacy

The most preferable model for this research is the Random Effect Model. The data can be explained on
Table 6. Based on this result, liquidity management and capital adequacy has a positive relationship with
ROA. Based on table 6, liquidity management and capital adequacy has a positive relationship with ROA
with coefficient is 0.016118 and 0.082780 respectively. The result is parallel with previous study done by
Sangmi and Nazir (2010) on his research which investigate the performance of Islamic banking in Malaysia
by using capital adequacy has an effect on the profitability of the banks.
P-value for asset quality is 0.0000 which is significant with ROA because the value of p-value is less than
significance level 0.05%. It is same with liquidity management which shows the positive significant when
the p-value 0.0033 less than significance level. Asset quality and liquidity management has positive
relationship with ROA. From the previous study, according to Dang (2011) the level of liquidity
management is positively related to the bank performance, the bank must have an ability to fulfill the
obligations to get a good financial performance.
The coefficient of asset quality (AQ) is -0.201623 shows that asset quality has a negatively significant
with return on asset. In addition, the value of t-statistical also influence the asset quality of the banks which
is the value is -6.514953 and this also shows the negative relationship with ROA. The asset qualities of the
banks have a negative impact to the financial performance. In Random Effect Model, the p-value of asset
quality 0.000 is less than 0.05 significance levels, therefore null hypothesis 1 rejected.
The liquidity management shows the positive relationship with the coefficient value to ROA is 0.016118
and the t-statistical value is 3.045075. It indicates that the more loans from the customers it will increases
the financial performance of the banks. Therefore, the total of loans on liquidity management will
positively impact the financial performance of the banks. In Random Effect Model, the p-value of liquidity
management 0.0033 is less than 0.05 significance levels, thus the null hypothesis 2 was rejected.
Next variables are capital adequacy, which also shows the positive relationship with ROA with
coefficient value 0.082780 and t-statistics is 1.845790. The variable of capital adequacy gives influence to
the bank profitability. The capital adequacy will show the internal strength of the banks. Based on the
previous study, Sangmi and Nazir (2010), capital adequacy has effect on the profitability of banks by
determining the total capital to total asset. In Random Effect Model, the p-value of capital adequacy 0.0693
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which is more than 0.05 significance levels, subsequently accepts the null hypothesis 3. From this study the
answer for research objectives is below:
Objective 1: To determine relationship between the capital adequacy and return on asset has affected
to the financial performance of Islamic banking in Malaysia. Capital adequacy has affected the ROA
positively but not significantly. Capital adequacy also has a strong relationship with ROA when the
coefficient estimates 0.0828 and p- value is 0.0693 which is more than 5% confidence level. Capital
adequacy highly correlated because Islamic banking need to have a strong financial in order to get more
profit and the higher profit will cause a good financial performance to the banking sectors. In conclusion,
this study found capital adequacy and return on asset have a relationship.
Objective 2: To determine relationship between the asset quality and return on asset has affected to the
financial performance of Islamic banking in Malaysia. The asset had affected the ROA negatively but
significantly. It can be proved that the coefficient for the asset quality by the ROA as dependent variables is
-0.2016, while coefficient level is less than 0.05, which is 0.0000. The Islamic banking must able to develop
their asset in order to make a better profit from their investment that had been through.
Objective 3: To determine relationship between the liquidity management and return on asset has
affected to the financial performance of Islamic banking in Malaysia. The liquidity of the banking sector also
affected the ROA positively and significantly. The coefficient estimates for the liquidity management and
return on asset is 0.0161 and significant values are 0.0033, which significantly correlated each other. The
conclusion is the liquidity management is very important to improve the financial performance in Islamic
banking.
5. Conclusions and recommendations
This study investigated the financial performance on Islamic Banking in Malaysia for the period of six
years, from 2010 until 2015. There were 12 Islamic banks chosen which were listed in Bursa Malaysia and
panel data was used to analyse the findings of this data. To measure the performance of Islamic Bank,
Return on Asset (ROA) was used as dependent variable to measure the performance. The independent
variables were capital adequacy (CA), asset quality (AQ) and liquidity management (LM).
From this study, the findings show asset quality (AQ) has a significant relationship with ROA with the pvalue is 0.000 which shows that asset quality is an important factor that impacted the performance of
Islamic Banks in Malaysia. Other than that, and liquidity management has significant relationship with
return on asset (ROA) because the p-value is 0.0185 less than 0.05 significance levels. The p-value of capital
adequacy is 0.0956 more than 0.05 significance levels so there are insignificant relationships with return on
asset (ROA). We reject H3 hypothesis because there is an insignificant relationship. In brief, Islamic Banking
Industry plays an important role in the development of Malaysian’s economy. Therefore, it is important to
identify the factors that contribute the performance of Islamic Banks to ensure the sustainability of the
industry and the country’s economy.
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